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EEE 120 Capstone Design Project (Online Class) 
 

Project Summary 

A company asks you to design a controller for a basketball machine that will indicate that a 
player has won a game if they get a total of 3 points. There are two sensors in this machine. One 
in the backboard and on the inside of the orange rim. If a player shoots a shot and the ball hits the 
backboard and the ball goes through the rim, then the play will gain 1 point. If the player shoots 
the ball and it doesn't hit the backboard and the ball just goes through the rim, then the play will 
gain 2 points. If the player hits the backboard and the ball does not go through the rim, then the 
player will lose 1 point. The total score can only go down to zero and cannot become negative. If 
the ball does not go through the rim or hit backboard, then it will count as a no shot and nothing 
will happen. Once the player scores three points, the game ends, and a light will indicate that the 
player has won. 

Assumption: The backboard and rim sensor are read on the same clock cycle. 

Be sure to use the debounced pushbuttons for driving the clock input to the flip-flops in 
your hardware design. 

An explanation of this project is found in this video: https://youtu.be/bcDsLbUZTdw 

All information to complete this design may not be specified.  Write down and report any 
assumptions that you make in your design. 

 

Deliverables 

 You need to design TWO finite-state synchronous machines so that the company can pick 
one that appears more suitable. However, you should pick your favorite and come up with 
convincing arguments why you favor one design over the other. You, for example, can 
build a Moore design and a Mealy design and compare them. You should use D flip flops 
for your designs. Mixing different types of flip flops with different trigger edge sensitivity 
is possible but not recommended. Note that two designs which differ by only the type of 
flip flop (e.g., J-K vs. D) or number of states (i.e., changing the type of FF or inserting 
more unnecessary states) is not considered conceptually different. 

 Second, you will need to upload ONE design on to the Terasic DE10-Lite FPGA board. 
You are responsible for picking the pin assignments, but you should be able to 
demonstrate that all states are being reached, for example using LEDs as state indicators) 
and that all input conditions are properly handled by the hardware design. 

 You can earn ten extra points by implementing features that are not listed above, for 
example a seven-segment score display for the player or using the built-in clock signal 
available on the FPGA board. 

You will need to demonstrate both of your designs in simulation and one design on 
hardware. Check the template for more details. 
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Required 

 First, you will need to design BOTH designs. You may include this design in the 
template directly, or use a piece of paper then scan it and include it in your template. 
Check the template to know what is required to be included. 

 Second, implement and simulate the circuits from BOTH designs using Quartus. 
Your lab report template needs to have your Quartus circuits and Waveform 
simulations (aka timing diagrams) pasted in. See template instructions for details. 

 Third, you will need to be able to upload ONE design on to the Terasic DE10-Lite 
FPGA board. The template guides you on how to pick a design for upload on the board.  

 Your completed report template must be submitted by the project deadline. 

Lab project make-ups will ONLY be allowed with written permission from your instructor. 

You may discuss this project with each other; however, you must provide an individual report.  
In addition: 

(1) You must individually to demonstrate your simulation of both designs AND 
(2) You must individually implement one circuit on the FPGA board in order to have your 

individual report count. 
 

Grading Policy 
 
The grade will be allocated as follows: 

30% Design Simulation With Quartus/Modelsim 
 15% for the design of the first circuit and demonstration. 
 15% for the design of the second circuit and demonstration. 
70% Build One Design in the Lab on Hardware and Lab Report 
 30% demonstration of one design on the hardware in the lab. 
 11% for documentation in the report of how the first circuit performs the application. 
 11% for documentation in the report of how the second circuit performs the application. 
 5% for establishing reasonable criteria for picking one design as the “best” design.  (The 

one design you build in the hardware lab does not need to be the “best” design.) 
 8% for picking a preferred, “best” design. 
 5% for following template guidelines. 
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